
AeroChallenge 
Build a paper aeroplane that flies for at least 10 seconds 
  Yes, I did this!  
My plane flew for ________ seconds! 

Speed Song 
Sing an entire campfire song in 30 seconds or less 
  Yes, I did this!  

Duo-Juggler 
Juggle two balls for at least five seconds. 

  Yes, I did this!  And I managed __________ seconds! 

Family Sums 
Add together all of the ages of your family members!. 
  Yes, I did this!  And the total is _____________ 

Fruity Ruler 
Measure the length and height of something using fruit (for example, “My room is 7 bananas long and 8 bananas high”) 
  Yes, I did this!   I measured ____________ and it is ____________________________ 

Grub’s Up 
Bake some cookies or a cake, and take an appetising picture. 
  Yes, I did this!  

Bonus challenge! 
What year would someone that 
age have been born in?  Did any-

thing happen in that year? 

You could give your baking a 
Scouting theme.  

For your photo, have a 
think about presentation.  
Open up a cooking book - 

how is food photographed Promises, Promises 
Teach a non-Scouting member of your family the 
Cub Scout Promise, and film them saying it. 
  Yes, I did this!  

Challenge Level... 
Cubs are the second youngest of our Scouting family, 

from 8-10 years old.  

Record Breakers! 
The world record time for a paper aero-
plane is 27.6 seconds.  How close can 

you get? 
 

Try the world-record distance paper 
plane - instructions on YouTube: 

youtube.com/watch/EDiC9iMcWTc 
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British Boundaries 
Make a list of all of the counties in England and Wales. 
  Yes, I did this!   There are _____counties 

Bonus challenge 
Which counties have you 
visited, and which have 

you visited as a Cub? 

Ancient Finds 
Take a picture of the oldest thing you can find. 
  Yes, I did this!   It is ___________ years old! 

Finding ancient things is 
fun!  Why not look into it 

more with the Young 
Archaeologists Club? 

Yac-uk.org,uk 

New Balls, Please! 
Find five different types of sports ball.  Which of those sports have you tried? 
  Yes, I did this!   The balls I found are ___________________ 
____________________________________________
____________________________________________ 

Paper Magic 
Find out how to make a paper dolly chain or an origami model -  and make it! 
  Yes, I did this!  

Makechef 
Make a hobo stove from an empty tin can, and cook something! 
  Yes, I did this!   I cooked ______________________ 

You can find some dolly chain and 
origami instructions online - for 

example: 
origami-resource-center.com 

There are lots of differ-
ent ways to make a hobo 
stove.  But tin cans can 
be sharp, and fire must 

always be treated safely 
- ask an adult to give you 

a hand 

Stay 
Safe! 

Here An O... 
Find at least eight things around the house that begin with the letter “O” 
  Yes, I did this!   And I found _________ things! 



Knotty Problem 
Show how to tie a Reef Knot (also known as a Square Knot) and a Sheet Bend. 
  Yes, I did this!  

Indoor Camping 
Build a free-standing tepee, large enough to fit a family member 
  Yes, I did this!  
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Shadow Puppet 
Take a picture of an animal shadow you have made with your hands 
  Yes, I did this!  

The Bill Douglas Cinema 
Museum has some shadow 

puppets you could try: 
bdcmuseum.org.uk/kids/
shadows-and-shadow-

puppets/ 

Teacher, Teacher 
Teach a non-Scouting member of your family a Scouting skill 
  Yes, I did this! 
I taught ____________________________ Bonus challenge! 

Why not learn a new skill, and 
teach that?  You and your appren-

tice Cub could learn together! 

Animated Knots is a great online 
resource for learning knots: 

animatedknots.com/square-knot 

Music Mania 
Play a recognisable tune using household objects 
  Yes, I did this!   My tune was _____________ 

Warm Collection 
Share a photo of your camp blanket 
  Yes, I did this!  

Choosy Chore 
Do a household chore that you don’t normally do! 
  Yes, I did this!   My chore was _______________ 

Story time 
Write a short story, poem, or song about a Scouting experience 
  Yes, I did this!  

Share your challenges on 
social media! 

E  NorthamptonScouts 
D  NDScouts 
Q  NDScouts 

Don’t forget to use 
#LoveNDScouts 



Safety First 
Make a list of  ten potential safety hazards around your home, and how they can be made safer 
  Yes, I did this!   I found ___________________________________ 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
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Beep Beep Beep 
Learn how to send your name using Morse code or semaphore 
  Yes, I did this!   It is _____________________ 

Code sheets can be found 
on The Scouts website: 

scouts.org.uk/activities/
the-road-to-the-code/ 

Geological Challenge 
Find an interesting stone in your garden or near your home, and decorate it 
  Yes, I did this!  

Bonus challenge! 
See if you can find a fos-

sil, and name the crea-
ture it once was 

Has This Bearing? 
Draw a compass showing the eight cardinal points, and find out which direction your front door faces 
  Yes, I did this!   My front door faces _____________________________ 

Mark the Page 
Create a bookmark for your favourite book, decorated with things from it 
  Yes, I did this!   My book is _____________________ 

Sign Awareness 
Learn how to say the Cub Scout Promise in British Sign Language 
  Yes, I did this! 

British Sign Language and 
Makaton are two types of 
sign language that can be 

used to talk to people that 
have hearing difficulties. 

 
A BSL dictionary can be 
found on their website: 

british-sign.co.uk/british-
sign-language/dictionary/ 



Where Are You? 
Find your usual Cub meeting place on a map, and find its Ordnance Survey grid reference. 
  Yes, I did this!  Its grid reference is ______________________ 
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Not a lot! 
Learn a magic trick, and perform it to your family 
  Yes, I did this! 

Bonus challenge 
Can you name a famous 
magician, and the trick 

that they are most known 
for performing? 

To the Moon! 
Design and build a model rocket using items from around your house. 
Describe how it can safely return astronauts to Earth! 
  Yes, I did this! 

Thai The Knot 
Find out what the Scout Promise is in Thailand, and why March 31st is celebrated there 
  Yes, I did this!  It is celebrated because _____________________ 

____________________________________________ 

Bonus challenge! 
Find your house, and follow the 

route you take to Cubs 

Space Explorers 
In 1969, the Apollo 11 mission used a 

Saturn V rocket to leave Earth and reach 
the Moon.  It took the astronauts 76 

hours to get there! 

Try Wikipedia! 
But please avoid 

thaiscouting.com 
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